Floor Graphic Guide

FloorShark
FloorShark® 170TFG

Textured Floor Graphic Polyester Film

Slip Rated

PVC Free

Fire Rated

Eco Solvent

Solvent

Latex

UV

KernowJet FloorSharK is a unique floor graphics solution for indoor applications. It is
perfect for retail stores, supermarkets & shopping centres, airports, travel hubs,
convention centres, ideal for all smooth hard floors from concrete to tiling also
including low pile carpets tiles. Its unique sharkskin coating absorbs the inks and
dries to a hard slip-resistant surface. The coating offers a high R10-certified slip
resistance and eliminates the need to laminate.

•
•
•

No shrinkage – no risk of a rim of dirty adhesive forming around the print
Ultra-tough polyester base, resists tearing, resists pallet trucks & stiletto
heels
Certified fire rating BFL-s1

Applications
•

Indoor floor graphic displays

•
Supermarkets, shopping malls, convention centres, airports
The floor graphics film is PVC-free and strongly tear-resistant, it will withstand
•
All smooth hard floors e.g. concrete & tiling
everything from pallet trucks to stiletto heels. With its specifically developed
•
Low Pile Carpet tiles
adhesive, it is easy to apply and to reposition while applying - it will definitely not
stretch or become distorted. KernowJet FloorSharK offers an excellent removability; Stock Range
it is ideal for smaller designs like stickers as well as covering of bigger surfaces made
of multiple film strips. With zero shrinkage - avoiding the risk of a rim of dirty
Width mm
Code
Description
Adhesive
adhesive forming around the print once applied. FloorSharK can be applied with
Removable
1372
SHARK137225 Floorshark textured Polyester
either a butt joint or with an overlapping technique.

Key Features
•
•
•
•

Unique sharkskin coating absorbs the ink & dries tough
Eliminates the need to laminate
Sharkskin structure gives great colour gamut and high grip; R10 certified
Easy to apply & easy to remove, does not tear into small pieces when removing

SHARK152425

Floorshark textured Polyester

Removable

1524

Length m

MIC

25

170

25

170

Floor and Decor

eTEC Floor & Décor 150 mic
High Quality Textured Print

Slip Rated

Eco Solvent

Solvent

Latex

UV

Floor & Decor is a high quality textured 150mic self-adhesive white
PVC faced printable material. It is coated with a removable clear
adhesive and laminated with a 140gsm high quality moisture tolerant
coated silicon liner and is predominantly suitable for use as a digitally
printable floor and wall covering. Floor & Décor offers excellent initial
adhesion grab and opacity; it can be adhered to most smooth clean
dry loors and walls which have low contamination. Floor & Decor is
R10 Slip rated and PTV low slip risk potential (PTV values: dry 74 and
wet 46)

Applications
•
•
•
•

Indoor floor graphic displays
Supermarkets, shopping malls, convention centres, transport hubs
Smooth internal floors e.g. concrete & tiling
Internal wall graphics

Stock Range
Code

Key Features

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to apply & easy to remove without leaving any
residue
Eliminates the need to laminate
Tough textured surface
Slip Rated R10 & PTV low slip risk potential (PTV values:
dry 74 and wet 46)
140gsm PE coated silicon kraft liner
Very good opacity
Excellent printability
Can be used both internal smooth floors and walls

ETFD150137050

Description
eTEC Floor & Decor

Adhesive

Width mm

Length m

MIC

Removable

1370

50

150

Floor-in-one
Floor-in-one 225STFG

Self-Adhesive Textured Floor Graphic Fabric

Slip Rated

Fire Rated

Eco Solvent

Solvent

Latex

UV

Floor-in-one is a 225 micron highly textured self-adhesive floor graphic
media suitable for use on multiple surface types such as carpets, laminate
flooring, polished concreate, interior smooth walls and also for short term
use on exterior smooth floors.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to apply, reposition & remove
No lamination required
Heavily textured surface
Slip Rated R12
B1 fire rated
Suitable for almost all internal floors
Can be used outdoor short term on smooth
floors

Applications
•
•
•
•
•

Indoor floor graphic displays
Supermarkets, shopping malls, convention centres,
transport hubs
Smooth internal floors e.g. concrete & tiling
Internal wall graphics

Stock Range
Description

Adhesive

Width mm

Length m

MIC

SETFG1220225X12

Self Adhesive Textured Floor Graphic

Repositionable
Removable

1220

12.5

225

SETFG1220225X5

Self Adhesive Textured Floor Graphic

Repositionable
Removable

1220

5

225

Code

Floor Graphic Laminating Film

Textured 120 micron floor graphic overlaminate

Slip Rated

Fire Rated

eTEC 120 micron floor graphic laminating film provides tough protection
and anti-slip properties (R9 Slip Rated). Combine with matched eTEC self
adhesive vinyl products for a true warranted public liability backed 2-part
system.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

R9 Slip Rated DIN51130
B1 Fire Rated DIN41002
Scratch resistant
Enhanced UV Protection
B1 fire rated
Public liability backed when used with matched products

Applications
•
•

Over laminating floor graphics
Over laminating pop up and roll up media

Stock Range
Code

Description

Width mm

Length m

MIC

GL412PT137050

Text Monomeric Laminate

1370

50

120

GL412PT155050

Text Monomeric Laminate

1550

50

120

Digital Color Laser Synthetic Media
DigiTuff FloorShark for digital colour laser presses is an excellent floor
graphic media that has a unique sharkskin coating, excellent toner
bonding qualities and is also scratch resistant meaning no lamination
is required.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

R10 Certified
No Lamination Required
Scratch resistant
Easy to apply & remove
Suitable for most thermal transfer/dry toner
Suitable for both mono & colour production presses

Applications
•
•
•

Indoor & Outdoor Surfaces
Short pile carpets
Supermarkets, shopping malls, convention centres,
transport hubs, schools, hospitals

Stock Range
Item No.

Size/mm

GSM

Microns

Finish

Grain Direction

Pack Size

DTFS453195

450 x 320

340

195

synthetic

short grain

50

DTFS453195L

450 x 320

340

195

synthetic

short grain

250

Slip Ratings
When choosing a floor graphic media it is important to choose the right product for the application and environment. All of our floor graphic media
has been tested and carries the applicable slip rated certification. This section explains more about the tests used to measure the slip resistance of
products and what these test measurements actually mean.

R Ratings
One of the most common methods is the R scale DIN 51130 standard for shod feet and is
widely used by many European manufacturers to classify anti-slip properties of their product.
The R refers to ramp which is the method by which the product is tested. The ramp is
gradually inclined along with the introduction of a contaminant such as a soap solution or oil until the point the test subject slips. The reading of
angle of the slope is taken and this determines the R rating. The steeper the angle, the higher the rating.
The R scale starts at R9 which is the lowest rating through to R13 which is the highest and most slip resistant.

In Summary
R9: Only use in dry areas, potential slip risk if wet
R10: Only use in areas that are kept mainly dry with a low chance on getting wet
R11: Suitable for areas that have the potential to occasionally become wet
R12: Can be used in areas that frequently become wet
R13: Suitable for a sloped area that has the potential to become wet

PTV (Pendulum Test)
The Pendulum test is classified under EN-13036 or BS 7976-2 and assesses the subject surface on a level floor in both wet and dry conditions. This
test uses a pendulum fitted with an imitation heel. When the pendulum arm is released it swings and the heel attached makes contact with the subject surface, the arm will then decelerate due to friction when it strikes the subject surface and the distance the arm travelled is measured known
as dynamical co-effecient of friction (COF). The further the arm travels the more slippery the subject surface is. The results are referred to as the
Pendulum Test Values (PTV). PTV results are in a scale starting from 0 to 100, 100 being highest and most slip resistant.

Pendulum Test Value (PTV)

Slip Risk

0-24

High Slip Potential

25-35

Moderate Slip Potential

36+

Low Slip Potential

Application and installation
This section aims to give a general overview of recommendations for installations
We recommend referring to the individual installation guide for the relevant product you are using for full details of
installation and removable as each product may vary.
•
•
•
•
•

The surface your graphic is applied to should be clean, dry and free of contaminates such as dust or grease as well as free
from defects such as loose grout, cracks, silicone, uneven or surface failure.
The floor should be cleaned thoroughly prior to application of graphic. Use a mild detergent and water solution. Ensure the
surface is dry, remove any grease that may still be present with a lint free cloth and alcohol solution such as IPA, making sure
the area is completely clean. Dry immediately using a dry lint free cloth making sure no residue is left behind.
The floor graphic should not be installed in low temperatures (below 10˚C/50˚F) application in high temperatures could
cause the adhesive to become tackier when applying and have a greater tendency to ‘grab’ on contact with floor.

How to apply
1. Peel back 1-2 inches of the release liner at the top of graphic image to expose a small section of the adhesive back.
2. Fold the release liner back on itself making a crease, this will act as a hinge to keep the exposed area from immediately making contact with the surface.
3.Position the graphic in the desired location, when happy with its positioning use a squeegee to apply the top of the graphic to
form an anchor.
4.Apply the rest of the graphic by using downwards and outwards overlapping strokes of the squeegee
peeling away the release liner at the same time. Check for any air bubbles, using the squeegee push them out to the edges to
remove.
5.Finally go over the edges again with the squeegee checking that the graphic is securely
positioned.

Application and installation continued
•

Ideally allow around 30 mins - 1 hour before walking on it and do not clean for at least
24 hours after the application.

•

When cleaning do not use excessive water and soak the graphic or aggressive floor cleaning products. Rotary floor buffing
machines can also damage the graphic and potentially cause them to lift and should be avoided.

•

To remove the graphic start at the corner slowly peeling the graphic away at a 90˚angle depending on what product has
been used (removable/permanent) and how long the graphic has been in place will affect how it removes. Gentle use of a
heat gun can aid more difficult removals. Any left behind dirt or residue can be removed by the same process used to clean
and prepare the floor

Note: Always keep the design to soft curves and avoid any pointed shapes as these make the graphic more susceptible to lifting.

Matrix
1 Part Floor Graphics Systems
Slip Rating

Floor Shark

Floor & Decor

Floor-in-One

R10
& PTV
low slip risk
potential
R10
& PTV
low slip risk
potential

R12

R10

Sizes

Features

Printability

Applications

1372mm x 25m
1524mm x 25m

PVC Free, No Shrinkage,
Easy to apply/remove, HP
Certified, No lamination
required.

●Eco Solvent
●Latex
●UV

Internal smooth Floors
●Tiling
●Smooth concrete
●Short Pile Carpets

1370mm x 50m

150 mic textured PVC, No
lamination required

●Eco Solvent
●Latex
●UV

Internal smooth Floors
●Tiling
●Smooth concrete
●Short term wall graphics

1220mm x 12.5M
1220MM X 5M

500mic heavy textured
Media, B1 Fire rated, No
Lamination required.

●Eco Solvent
●Latex
●UV

Indoor floors and walls
●Carpets
●Vinyl
●Ceramic
●Smooth-polished concrete

Dry Toner

Indoor & Outdoor Surfaces
●Short Pile Carpets
●Supermarkets/ Shopping Centres
●Transport Hubs/Hospitals

450 x 320

DigiTuff Floorshark

Excellent toner bonding
qualities & scratch resistant
with no lamination required.

●Wood
●Tiles
●Laminate flooring

2 Part Floor Graphics Systems
Slip Rating

Sizes

Printability

Applications

Not Applicable

1370mm x 50m
1600mm x 50m

Use together with e TEC
floor Laminate for matched
system.

●Eco Solvent
●Latex
●UV

Internal smooth floors (when combined
with matched e TEC Floor Laminate)

Not Applicable

1370mm x 50m

Use together with e TEC
floor Laminate for matched
system.

●Eco Solvent
●Latex
●UV

Internal smooth floors (when combined
with matched e TEC Floor Laminate)

R9

1370mm x 50m
1550mm x 50m

Provides tough protection
and Anti Slip properties for
use with e tec Vinyl.

Gloss White Monomeric
Perm Vinyl

Gloss White Monomeric
Remov Vinyl

Floor Graphic Laminate

Features

Not Required

Internal smooth floors (when combined
with matched e TEC Floor Laminate)

